GUO,Yan
Patent Attorney

TECHNICAL FIELD：
Telecommunication , Computer Science , Internet Techno
logy , Ecommerce , Artificial Intelligence , Big Data Proc
essing , Electronics Engineering , Semiconductor
TEL： 86106268 1616
FAX： 86106268 1818
EMAIL： yanguob@liushen.com

PERSONAL SUMMARY：
Dr. GUO joined Liu, Shen & Associate in 2015, specializing in patent service including patent prosecution,
patent reexamination, patent invalidation, patent infringement and administrative litigation, and client coun
seling with focus on Semiconductor Processing & Semiconductor Device, Telecommunication etc.

Dr. GUO was qualified as a patent attorney in 2016. He has participated in several lawsuits including pate
nt infringement litigation, patent invalidation and patent administrative litigation.

Dr. GUO joined ASM Pacific Technology Singapore for next generation epitaxial tool development in 2010.
He was responsible for the reactor design, process tuning and characterization; as well as delivering the p
rototype.

Dr. GUO obtained his bachelor degree in Physics from Peking University in 2005, and PhD in Material Sci
ence from Institute of Semiconductor, CAS in 2010. His publication regarding Nitride Semiconductor proc
essing has been cited more than 50 times.

HIGHLIGHTS：


Deeply involving in a series of patent infringement and invalidation cases between two world leading te
lecommunication companies, including infringement determination for nonSEP cases, SEP royalties c
alculation for SEP cases, etc.



Deeply involving the SEP value evaluation including conducting the SEP
strength evaluation
on t
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he database maintained by ETSI.



Analyzing several commercial patent (NSEP) to evaluate the relevance degree of patents and targeted
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Deeply involving in a series of patent infringement and invalidation cases between two world leading te
lecommunication companies, including infringement determination for nonSEP cases, SEP royalties c
alculation for SEP cases, etc.



Deeply involving the SEP value evaluation including conducting the SEP strength evaluation based on t
he database maintained by ETSI.



Analyzing several commercial patent (NSEP) to evaluate the relevance degree of patents and targeted
products as well as the validity against the prior arts.



Analyzing dozens of standard essential patents (SEP) to evaluate relevance degree of patents and co
mmunication standards.

WORKING LANGUAGE：
Chinese,English
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